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**Title word cross-reference**

$22.50$ [Mol05].  $29.95$ [Son21].  $2 \times 2$ [DH64].  $49.00$ [Mar20].  $h$ [DGR19].

-Index [DGR19].

0-226-35933-6 [Mol05].

[SK00, ML83, Nic77, Smi96]. **Accounting** [RdR15, Sto66, SSG68].

**Accounts** [Bel68b, Bow67a, Jam68, Ano67x, oC68]. **Accreditation** [Far01, MBG+92, OS21, Ori92, SV14, SAJ92]. **Accumulate** [HFSgr19].

**Accumulation** [BC20]. **achievement** [Far01, MBG+92, OS21, Orl92, SV14, SAJ92]. **Accumulate** [HFSgr19].

**achievement** [Bel68b, Bow67a, Jam68, Ano67x, oC68]. **Across** [GFM21, JM19, KS01].

**Act** [Ano66d, OS21, Ros72, SH18, Ano65p]. **acting** [Ano67-40, Ber11].

**Action** [Ano69m, Bun81, CÁCC20, Par02, Woo09, Ano69-46, Ano88a, Ano90c, BCL76, Lit07, MBG+92, S.88b, SAJ92]. **actions** [Ano69p].

**Activism** [MKK22]. **Activities** [VP22].

**Activity** [BFGS14, CG22, GMY73]. **Actorhood** [Whi12].

**Act** [Ano66j, OS21, Ros72, SH18, Ano65p]. **acting** [Ano67-40, Ber11].

**Action** [Ano69n, Bun81, CÁCC20, Par02, SH18, Ano65p]. **actions** [Ano69p].

**Adair** [Fle20].

**Adair-Tote** [Fle20].

**Adamant** [Ano68k].

**Adams** [Ano67m, Ano67l, Dup90].

**adaptability** [Phi78, Ron79].

**Adaptation** [De 97, TC05, Bus63, Ric65].

**Added** [Tob19].

**Address** [Ano64a, Ano65a, Ano66b, Ano67c, Ano67-39, Ano65u, Ano67-40].

**Admission** [Ano62a, Ano62b, WM20]. **Administrative** [Som92].

**admission** [Mer79]. **Admissions** [Orl99].

**Adviser** [Jon72, Mis73].

**Advisers** [Two99, Abe65, Bro65, Nic72].

**Advising** [CG02].

**Advisor** [PK09].

**Advisory** [GP77, HET90, KHB+92, Som92].

**Advocacy** [MS12, Orl99].

**Aeronautics** [HET90].

**Africa** [Ano69c, Ano71d, Ano86c, Ano88b, AA66, Boz75, Cou79, Cra66, Cra67a, Cra67b, Cra67b, Cra67a, ED91, HEB+18, HYS+44, KAH+16, Lee07, MT67, Mel63, O'B66, PR+16, PR+16, Rot+6, S.86, Sub66].

**African** [Cha68, Ain63, Ano89, Bio63, CS63, GF02, Per71, Ric65].

**Africans** [FG20].

**After** [Pet08b, Ano69m, Geh97, Haf97, Hoo66, Mor66b, S.88c, Spa66, Sto65b].

**Aftermath** [Guo13, Ano67d, Ano68a, Ano68g, Rei07, S.868].

**against** [Ano65m, Ano69-43, Doc70, SNS+80].

**Agricultural** [Cam81, CaS05, DEJ93, FIN07, HEI06, KBD75, PER+71, SCH83, VES94].

**Agricultural** [Cam81, Cas05, DeJ93, Fin07, Hei06, KBD75, Per71, Sch83, Ves94].

**aid** [Ano68b].

**aims** [Bic74].

**Air** [HET91, SJ77, Web77].

**Akademgorodok** [Gel00].

**Alan** [Sch03a, Sol03].

**Albert** [Hol81].

**Alchemy** [Abb09].

**Alcohol** [EB22].

**Alexander** [Ano66b, Ano67-39].

**Alignment** [MBS14, For74].

**All-Knowing** [Mat08].

** Allegations** [Maz89, GDHH85].

**Allen** [Bel97].

**Allied** [Mac99b, Ric88].

**Allison** [Bel97, Gus94].

**allocation** [Mon88].

Collaborative [MEM20]. Collaborators [YB16]. Collective [Jac08, BCL76]. Collectives [For08]. Collectivisation [EK98, Loc89]. College
disintegration [Ano68s], disjunction [For92], dismissal [Ano80a], dismissed [Ano65l], disorder [Ano67-30, Ano67-31, Ano68r, Ano69y, Ano69-39, Ano69-44, Ano74b, ETMT70, Sch72], disorganisation [Mel74].

Dispersion [BC17, Jos94], Displacement [Ang17, Ano69i], Disputes [Maz73], disregarded [Ano69w], disruption [AKW70, Ano69f], disruptions [Ano90a, Gol90]. Dissipative [CBKN17]. Dissent [Har06, Pla99], Dissonance [FG20], distinctiveness [Elk77], Distressing [Bal02].

distributing [Car63]. Disturbances [Ano66g, Ano69g, S.88c, Sei88]. diverse [Car78]. Diversification [Kog97].

Diversity [FH13, MBG92, Ori92, Phi78, Ron79, SAJ92]. divestment [Ano86c, Rot86]. Divide [TC05]. Divided [Pos04]. Divining [Col00].

division [Tom96]. Divisions [Sch03a]. DNA [AA04, Col07]. Do [Ano82e, DCJ22, Enc00, Kor20, Shi94b, Wei15, ZJE10, Bra12, HSR19, Lau17, Lec05].

Docility [BRWB19]. Doctoral [BA20, FFM16, MBS14, Tor18, Thu10]. Does [Ano90e, AR20, Col98, CBB20, Gel00, Ano90d]. dogmatism [RLH91].

Dokumenten [Bre04]. Dole [Val11]. Dominate [JMJ19]. dominance [Cam85]. Dominique [Wil20]. Dons [Tuc00]. Don’t [Ham08]. Doomed [SB13]. down [Ano90d, Ano90e]. Dr [Ano66b, Ano67c, Ano67-39, Mor85].

Dr. [Ano64a, Ano65a, Ano67m, Ano67l, Des65, Par65]. Draft [Ano67n].

Drain [Fri69, Gru68, Gru76, Joh65a, Joh66, Kid65, Mui69, Psa71, Psa72, Sco71, Smi79, Tho69, WG74]. Drawbacks [FSHdR18]. Drift [Fin07, Har10, Kae13]. Drug [EB22, Ras06]. DSIR [Hut70a, Var70]. Dual [DPB+20]. Dueling [YB16]. Duress [Ked93a, Ked93b]. During [Ada09, Bek13, Har04, Bey06, Dev80, Mcg79, NW04, Par02].

Durkheim [Wei76]. Dutch [Ben98, Ban14, CHS85, Daa74, HvL11, Loc89, Sne83, Sta02a]. dva [DH64]. dvazhcy [DH64]. dyestuffs [Hab73, LP79]. Dynamic [CT13]. Dynamics [Bon08, GL22, Har10, WC18]. Dysfunctional [Lai20].

dziady [Ano68a].

Early [Abb09, Ben98, For08, Nis21, RR05, Ye002, Bra07a, Bul80, DF96, Hut70a, Mis73, Mos78, RLH91, Var70, Wei87b]. Earth [Ank07a].

Earthquake [Mar11]. East [Hys64, Tom98, Hay94, And22, Ano63k, Bor21, Chao8, Cou79, Cra66, Cra67a, De 97, Fis63, Gui06, HBW18, Hav66, Lev98, MT67, Ory70, Oli13, Pla99, Rec75, SL18, Sl64, Spe85, Sub66, Waa70, Zah70].

Eastern [Wei93b, Jor70, Kol04, TMP10]. Eaves [Goo99]. école [Shi84].

Ecology [BPM84, CHS85, Duf66, Str64, BPM84]. Economic [Bec73, Ben13, Ful00, GS05, Joh74a, MBS14, Mis74, Pla99, Pol00, TMP10, WV17, Zim00b, Ano640, Ano65a, Etz93, FF90, Glo76, Gro82, Hun80, Joh65a, Joh71b, Joh72c, MA69, Rud68, Wei71, Wil64]. Economically [WW12].

Economics [Ano69-29, MS12, Sco71, Ano67z, Ano69-36, Att73, Cra86, Joh65a, Joh66, Joh73a, Kid65, Pe96a, Psa71, Psa72, Sch80b, Ano67m, Ano67l]. Economists [AGF09, Sä05]. Economists [Cam81, Gre05, Kor20]. Economy [Bor04, Gro99, Met10, Sca03, Sco05, Tyf12, Woe13, Zap22, CW64, Pal90, Rot81].
Ecosystem [SDvL19]. ed [Abb09, Eck04]. Eddington [Sta08]. edited [Bal99, Bel97, Coh98, Goo99, Gro99, Het97]. Edition [Cai20, Pos04]. Editorial [HH20c, Sha00, Wei08, Wei09a, Wei09b, WT12]. eds [AS13, End09, Fle05, Gre05, Mul20, Rog13, Smi08, Wal10, Wei15, Wil20]. Educated [Rou19]. Educating [Ski06]. Education [Ano63j, Ano65j, Ano66j, Ano73e, Ano01b, BBSS03, Bow02, BEK12, Bro11, BZ21, Bul02, Dav01, De 97, Div98, Far01, Fie01, Fin07, FH13, Gar01, Har10, JS65, KSC+64, KV19, Kog97, Koh85, Kol83, KRB13, LBP10, LB13, Lev98, Met08, Mid01, MSD21, Moo07, Nou11, OB17, Opi04, Pou07, RBB13, Rya01, SC12, SRTC10, Sco01, SD09, Str64, Sut98, Til00, Tom98, Tro00, TIC02, Umu86, Wa98, Wil97, Ahm89, Ann82, Ano69k, Ano69-31, Ano70g, Ano70h, Ano71f, Ano72c, Ano81d, Att73, Bic74, BCL76, Bow67b, Bro91, Lou79, DA93, Das64, Div94, Duf66, Gaj68, Gun88, Hus83, Kif63, Lay73, Lev73, Lew80, Lin81, Mat69, Mil72, Orl92, PH80, Pry71, Psa88, PS65b, PS65a, RLL84, Rat65, Rüe75, S.71c, S.74c, S74e, S.82, S.84a, Sad91, Sa191]. education [ST96, Sla89a, Sul95, Tom96, Tri94, Tri76, Wal96, Wei79, Wil86, Woc72, WB65, dGdMS+69, Cla95, Goo99, Mus22]. Educational [Bla67, Dou03, Hus83, SH02, Wan95, Ano69-38, Ano69-45, Ano84c, Hun80, Mot64, RG73, Sto65a, Sto66, Wil71]. Edwards [Ano96l, Ben98, Fle20, Ano96h, Ano96i, Bul96, Hal00, Mac16, Mar20, Orl96, Sla89, Wei96]. Effective [NM16, Woe13, Cum90]. Effectiveness [CTLL22, MKK22, Nov17, SH18, Ben07a]. Eighteenth-century [Hah75]. Einstein [GR06, Hol81, Low01]. Election [Cao98, Cro81, Cro86]. electrical [Div94]. electron [MI81]. Electronics [Lec05]. eleven [Lob84b]. Elias [Pra12]. Elite [Cao98, HL10, Hei11, Lau05, Wei87b, Con96, Tri76]. Elites [Kar97, Kor20, Tri79]. Elitism [S74a]. Elizabeth [Ben13]. Ellen [BPM84, Fra22]. Elusive [HL10]. Emergence [Lau17, Tom96, Vel18]. Emergent [FG92, Smi79]. Emerging [CHJZSG20, Gus12, Rob21, Sá05, SMAr21, Sla11, Bra92]. Emigration [Gis69, Gis70, Gru70, Hol70, Ano63g, Ano63h, Wil66]. Émile [Wei76]. Eminent [HdRW17, Kor20]. Emory [Mor85]. Empire [Far05, SJ05, Mac99a]. Empirical [CL22, GFM21, LBP10, RY13]. Empiricism [Nye07, LM94, Ric07]. Employers [Div91, RBB13, Div94]. Employment [Can11, Kin65]. Emulation [PSC07]. Enacting [PvR16]. Encyclopedic [Dol05]. End [SH18, Bak87, S.88c]. endangered [Tri76]. Endless [Ano88b]. endowment [Mac71]. Ends [HP19, Ano69a]. enemies [Ano94, Rob94, S.74b]. Energy [Hei17, Nel21, PFC18, Pui05, SVMN15, FG92, Häf74, KN77, MBI18, Ste74, WBJ+77, Eis13]. Engagement [AD21, FF10, HH20b, Sta08]. Engaging [BM18, HI06]. Engine [TMP10, Ben13]. Engineer [Mac00b]. Engineering [Ada09, BL16, Eis13, Jol09, Kal18b, Kö04, Kri01, MBS14, PD17, ST93,
bre06, Div91, Gua88, RLL84, Bal99]. **Engineers**
[Mac00b, Mac94, THM17, Div94, Koh93]. **England**
[Div98, Gre87, KKK10, Lim95, Lub02]. **englische** [Bre04]. **English**
[Ano65k, Ano67o, Ano68h, Ano69i, AA66, Gar01, ML86]. **English-speaking**
[AA66]. **Engwall** [Reg13]. **Enhance** [CBB20]. **Enhancing** [WW19].
**Enigma** [Eis13]. **Enlightened** [bre06]. **Enlightenment**
[Som08a, DF96, Rob98]. **Ennobling** [Eis13]. **Enoch** [Ano69-35]. **enterprise**
[Ano69-35]. **Enwall** [Rog13]. **Enhance** [CBB20]. **Enhancing** [WW19].
**Enigma** [Eis13]. **Enlightened** [bre06]. **Enlightenment**
[Som08a, DF96, Rob98]. **Ennobling** [Eis13]. **Enoch** [Ano69-35]. **enterprise**
[Ano69-35]. **Enwall** [Rog13]. **Enhance** [CBB20]. **Enhancing** [WW19].
Expectations [Lem20, Rob21]. Expected [HSR19].

Expenditures [Bor67, Pou07, Fre67]. Experience [Wil64, Wil86].

Experiences [AR20].

Exploiting [Low92].

Exploration [Kim08, Gas07]. Exploring [DS16, Joh15]. Export [EV12].

Exporting [Kru05].

Expression [Ano90a, Gol90]. Expulsion [Ano67p, Sch06].

External [Ano94, Rob94, Sha92b].

Eyewitness [Fis07].

Facilities [Ano63k]. factions [Ano68t].

Factors [BC20, CCSM18]. Factory [Col07]. Facts [Rad19]. Faculty [Ano90b, CBB20, Ano85d, Nye75, S.90].

Failed [Var98]. Failures [Mey11].

Fall [PK09]. Familiengeschichte [Bre04]. Family [Bre04].

Famine [JL19]. Far [WG97, Ros67b, And22, Spe85].

Fares [Ano67f, Ano69t].

Fashioning [Fox06].

Finding [Gel00, HK88]. Findings [FFL +15]. finds [Ano69-34].

Finland [Kaa11].

Fictional [Ler92]. fictional [Hei06].

Financialization [Hen21]. Finding [BPM84, Pei84].

Financial [WR15, Ano64s, Ano70j, For74, Mon88].

Financialization [Hen21]. Finding [Gel00, HK88]. Findings [FFL +15]. finds [Ano69-34].

Findings [FG02, Hei06].

Finance [Hut72, Kôn07]. For-Profit [Met08].


Foundation [Bek74, Bek13, BBSS03, Hei06, Pri78, Wei64a]. expect [Wil64, Wil86]. Expectations [Lem20, Rob21]. Expected [HSR19].

Expenditures [Bor67, Pou07, Fre67]. Experience [Wil64, Wil86].

Exploiting [Low92].

Exploration [Kim08, Gas07]. Exploring [DS16, Joh15]. Export [EV12].

Exporting [Kru05].

Expression [Ano90a, Gol90]. Expulsion [Ano67p, Sch06].

External [Ano94, Rob94, Sha92b].

Eyewitness [Fis07].

Facilities [Ano63k]. factions [Ano68t].

Factors [BC20, CCSM18]. Factory [Col07]. Facts [Rad19]. Faculty [Ano90b, CBB20, Ano85d, Nye75, S.90].

Failed [Var98]. Failures [Mey11].

Fall [PK09]. Familiengeschichte [Bre04]. Family [Bre04].

Famine [JL19]. Far [WG97, Ros67b, And22, Spe85].

Fares [Ano67f, Ano69t].

Fashioning [Fox06].

Finding [Gel00, HK88]. Findings [FFL +15]. finds [Ano69-34].

Findings [FG02, Hei06].
Foundations
[BPM84, Cob76, KK81, MS12, Sch03a, Lag87, Pfe70, AA88, Bux03, Cra86, Fis78, Gli05, Koh76, Koh78, KS01, Mac89, Pag02, Par02, Ric90b, Sch03a, Sch83, Sta95, Ves94, Wei93b, Wei97, Xie21].

Founding [BZ21, Kin97].
Four [Har02, HFSdR19, Nol99a, WE72].
Fourth [Har02, HFSdR19, Nol99a, WE72].
Four [Har02, HFSdR19, Nol99a, WE72].
Four [Har02, HFSdR19, Nol99a, WE72].

Fox [Gro99].

Fractured [GL22].

Fragile [SB80].

Frameworks [Hes13, LNST20, RR71].

France [Rob98, Stu98, Ano63o, Ano63p, Ano63q, Ano66h, Ano66u, Ano67-36, Ano70f, BD70, BBV11, CMR95, Cas05, Cla70b, Cro70, Cro75, Cro79, Cro86, DGR19, Fox73, Gir79, Kor79, Kra18, Lab08, Léc87, LP79, Nye75, Pap73, Pap88, Pav76, PD17, Sch03b, SJ90, Tri79, Von73, Wei87b].

Franco [RR05].

Frank [Son21].

Franklin [KHB +72].

Fraud [Ano85d, Ano86d, GDHH85].

Fraudulent [MO17].

Frederic [Gem03].

Frederick [Gus12].

Free [Ano66i, Ano68k, DF75, Ham05, Ano66r, Sch87b, SNSB +80].

Freedom [Ano90a, Ano94, Blo97, EV12, Gol90, KP02, Pri98, Rus94, Sni07, AKW70, Ano66a, Ano67b, Ano69c, Ano68l, Ano78f, Ano80a, AA66, Bak78, Boz75, CSKF85, Cox94, Cra67b, Cra67a, ESC'88, Eus95, Hum81, McG78, Mel66, Moo96, O'B66, Pra67, S.70c, S.73a, S.74b, STK +91, Shi94b, Shi95, Aro12].

French [Aro64, Bri77, Cro78, Cro81, Gau73, Pap96, Sco01, Shi80, Wei76, Wei79].

Fresh [CH85].

Fresno-water [CH85].

Friedrich [Bro91].

Friend [Ano96i].

Friends [Mac99b].

Friendships [Gui06].

Frontier [FP18, HK00, Kro03].

Frontières [Sco01].

Frontiers [Ano01b, DR12, Hab73].

Frustrated [GR66].

Fukushima [SLL19].

Full [Sch86].

Fuller [Ank07a].

Fumbling [Ano69j].

Function [Re97, Woo03].

Functional [Sei81].

functions [Sha92a, ZMT1].

Fund [DK74, Lan87].

Fundamental [Div91, Sch80a, Hod80, Mor64].

Funded [Rou19].

Funders [Kru04, WBW18].

Funding [Aag17, CCSM18, EL22, FSHdR18, GM03b, GV18, HBW +18, HH20a, HK11, Kin97, Lai20, Tor18, Tur98, VS20, WGL18, Xie21].

Funds [Sa05].

Further [Ano69i, Ano69-29, Ron79, Ano68m, Frn75].

Future [Bri05, Gel00, Kru08, Mos08, Pap04, Rob03, WW12, Ano70f, Ash67, Par68, Sz68, Gro99].

Futures [Dou03].

G [Ben98, BPM84, Or199, Pei84, Pra12].

G7 [Joh19].

Gains [Sto72].

Galison [Sha17, Zim98].

Game [Kam09, Rey21].

Gap [Bro72, Nei71].

Gaps [Kön07, vR13].

Garland [Het97].

Gatekeeping [Can11].

Gathering [Mac99a].

Gaza [Sul91].

Gender [EK01, FvSA01, KKK10, PS01, TM17, VL17].

Gene [Guo13, vdB19].

general [Pie75].

Generals [Ano68u].

generation [Hoc87].

Generations [MT19].

Genesis [Gho88].

Genetic [Bal99, SSF15].

Genetics [Die05, Pan11].

Genome [HK88, Len20].

Genovese [Ano65m].

Geographies [KL94].

Geohistorical [THE08].

Geology [Tur77b].

German [Ano92, Eck04, Hav66, Kla71, MLS91, Mer79, Pas78, SB92, Aic63, Ano74b, Ano78e, Bus63, De 97, DPB +20, Fin07, Häf97, Hav66, Hen77, Kal18b, KBK13,]
Tou66b, Var81]. **Inequality** [BC17, EK01, HL10, WW19]. inferior [Hut70a, Jon71, Var71]. **Influence** [BBSS03, HJ08, RG21, Bha79, HJ07, ML83]. **Influences** [BL16, Ste74]. **Influential** [Gui06]. **Informal** [Sto11, Woo75]. **Information** [Ano08, HN77, Mac99a, Mac99b, Shi18, TD10, Ano63n, Dan67, Mac88, Mel79, Ric88, Vic63]. **Information-Transmission** [TD10]. **Infrastructures** [Pap04, Pfi15]. **ING** [Doe70]. **Ingram** [Goo99]. **Initiative** [AS13, BBV11, Wei87a]. **Initiatives** [Ano92, SB92]. **Innovation** [Cai20, CL22, Cob76, De 97, DT12, FSHdR18, God08, God10, Har02, Hen21, Kah16, Kay12, LM04, LAN14, Mar20, MKK22, MPW16, Pei11, Pra12, Tyf12, Vali11, VS20, WW12, WW19, Wil20, vR14, Hun80, KBD75, Lew84, Maz75, RD93, S.82, Shi80, Wli96, Cai20, God12, God14, Rog13]. **Innovations** [WGL18, EP91, Rav78]. **Innovativeness** [Fal21]. **Innovativeness** [POSC07]. **Innovator** [HH20c]. **Input** [Sto66]. **Input-output** [Sto66]. **Inquiry** [RYI13]. **Ins** [SB13, TC05]. **Inscribing** [FF10]. **Insights** [Sch14]. **Inspecting** [Ano67x]. **Instalment** [Ano03]. **Institute** [And91, DPB+20, Etz94, Log09, Lom79, Pfe70, Sap17, Sch03b, Ano66h, GR06, Smi99]. **Institutes** [Kra18, PD17]. **Instituting** [Aro12]. **Institution** [Häf97, Mac00b, RBB13, Dev80, MT67, RSS97, Wei72a, Rai01]. **institution-building** [RSS97]. **Institutional** [AA04, BGB18, BZ21, CHJZSG20, CT13, Fe19, FSHdR18, FH13, Har10, MT19, MTE15, MB12, RBB13, SV14, SB13, WO16, Bul80, Léc87, Mel72, Rit71]. **Institutionalisation** [BFGS14, ZM71]. **Institutionalising** [MH16]. **Institutionalization** [Vel18]. **Institutionalized** [Bu102]. **Institutions** [Ano62f, Coc09, GP04, Hop11, Jos94, Kay97, LBP10, LB13, PJLP16, RY113, Ray90, Rei97, Str64, SJ05, Wei74, Ano67-32, Ano84c, DM73]. **Instructed** [Mac94]. **instruction** [Ano67o, Ano68h, Gaj68]. **Instructions** [Ano00c, Ano01d, Ano02c]. **Instrument** [BGS16, Kay12, Shi70]. **Instrumental** [Log11]. **Integrating** [Häf97]. **Integration** [De 97, Pfi15, Pay80, Per71, Sch87a]. **Integrative** [HR09]. **Integrity** [PF21]. **intellect** [S.72c]. **Intellectual** [Ber05, Far01, Fox06, Hay98, Irs08, Lan05, Rog13, Mor73, Rüe75]. **Intellectuals** [Mor92, Luh07]. **Intellectuelle** [Gui06]. Intelligence [Ano67h, Ano67n, Mac99a, Mac99b, Jon76]. **Inter** [Kol83, Smi99]. **Inter-War** [Smi99]. **Interaction** [GL22]. **Interactional** [MTE15]. **Interactional-Institutional** [MTE15]. **Interactions** [BM18]. **Interdisciplinarity** [BH15, LH19, Mad18, OB17, SMaR21, Shi18]. **Interdisciplinary** [CS15, GAL22, HR09, LH19, MEM20, MK19, Pan11, Pfi15, WW17, AA88]. **Interest** [Etz96, Roz04, Ted95, Ves88]. **Interests** [Bar03, BS07, DeJ93]. **Intermediaries** [KW11]. **Intermediary** [Hes13]. **Internal** [Con96, MI81, Ano94, Rob94, Sha92b]. **Internally** [SMaR21]. **International** [And91, Ano01e, Ban15, Bau20, Can11, Dav20, DCJ22, GM03b, Kal18b, Koh85, Nol99a, Oli13, Roz05, Sal64, Wei12b, Wei15, Xu08, XOR21, Zim77,
Internationalisation [Ack08, Geu98, Jos94].

Internationalised [Lev98].

Internationalism [Roz04, Wid95].

Internationality [Som08a, Ric90b].

Internationalization [TIC02].

Internationalizing [KBWA21].

Internet [MK17].

Interpersonal [DCJ22].

Interplay [Kah16, KBK13, Vol21b].

Interpretive [Sto11].

Interprofessional [OB17].

Intervention [Hab73].

Interview [FHS09, Ano82e].

Interwar [Eng99, Kra18].

Intra [CT13].

Intra-Institutional [CT13].

Introducing [Pet18].

Introduction [BDG10, BM18, Cas05, Dem17, GM03a, GV18, GP04, HNW04, NSG03, Pes09, Pet96b, Pet08a, Wid01, Wid07, Zan02, Het97, Mom83].

Invent [Fal21].

Invented [Die05].

Invention [Ben98, God12, SL18, Kel85].

Inventions [Kei81, SH18].
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